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In Search of the
People's Voice:
Richard Olsen Richards
and Progressive
Reform
RICHMOND L. CLOW

In the late 1880s, winds of change blew across the agricultural
Middle West, giving life to agrarian and progressive political
movements. The defeat of South Dakota Fusion governor
Andrew E. Lee in 1900 did not destroy the spirit of agrarian
reform that had come to life in the state, instead, the Progressive
movement sprouted within the Republican party, causing some
South Dakota Republicans to campaign for continued political
and social improvement.' The rhetoric of the Progressive movement was not new, for they were anti-big business, favored
government regulation of corporations, and wanted the government structure to be more responsive to the people's demands. If
such ideals were ever attained, progressives thought a higher
rung on the ladder of social evolution would be reached.^
Many South Dakota progressives were former Populists who
continued their liberal crusade within the Republican party after
the defeat of Governor Lee in 1900. Others were Republicans who
were intrigued with the progressive attitudes of Governor
L Herbert S. Schell, History of South Dakota, 2d ed. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1968). p. 258.
2. Calvin Perry Armin, "Coe I. Crawford and the Progressive Movement in
South Dakota," South Dakota Historical Collections 32 (1964):26-27.
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Robert M. LaFollette of Wisconsin and Governor Albert B. Cummings of Iowa. By 1902, the momentum for change was apparent
at several South Dakota Republican county conventions, where
party regulars expressed their discontent over the lack of regulations set by the state to control railroad operations. Other Republicans objected to the bosslike control of their party through the
continued use of both patronage and the spoils system as means
of insuring political success. Such activities by party leaders and
the favored status of railroads denied the people their right to
control state government. In an effort to make state government
responsive to the will of the people, Huron businessman Richard
Olsen Richards became active politically and was soon a leading
spokesman of the South Dakota Progressive movement by virtue
of his advocacy of primary election law reform.^
Richards, a Norwegian immigrant and owner of the Richards
Trust Company, was familiar with radical movements, having
supported William Jennings Bryan's unsuccessful presidential
campaign of 1896. He also favored the free coinage of silver and
most likely approved of the election reform planks of the Populist
platform. Interested in social advancement, yet experiencing the
failure of third party movements in South Dakota, Richards and
other progressives knew they had to control the state Republican
party in order for any attempt at additional change to be successful in the one-party state of South Dakota. As a result, political
factions grew within the Republican party. The antimachine
reformers of the party were called insurgents, and the traditional
party leaders were known as the stalwarts.*
The Huron postmaster conflict of 1902-1903 initiated a sharp
conflict between the two Republican factions and sharpened
Richards's concern for progressive reform. Republican stalwarts
wanted to keep the present postmaster in office, but most of
Huron's residents wanted another person selected as postmaster.
The stalwarts ignored the people's will and made political
patronage the overshadowing issue. Postmaster appointments
were important to the party for large voter blocks could be controlled through them, but the case at Huron illustrated that
3. Henry L. Speh. "The Progressive Movement in South Dakota, 1902-1914"
(M.A. thesis. University of South Dakota. 1936). pp. 4-8, 14: Armin, "Coe I.
Crawford," pp. 74. 87-89.
4. Armin. "Coe I. Crawford," pp. 86-88; Speh, "Progressive Movement." p. 5.
After statehood, many new immigrants to South Dakota were from eastern
Republican states. In South Dakota, they continued their Republican affiliation and
gave additional strength to tbe South Dakota Republican party.
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Republican leaders were not being responsive to the people. In an
effort to provide the Huron residents with a tool to express their
discontent with the present postmaster. Richards directed a
petition-signing campaign. When the stalwarts ignored the people's petition, the conflict over patronage "made a deep impression upon Mr. Richards, who vowed he would try to work out a
primary law for the people that would establish representative
popular government."^
Before Richards worked on an election law, however, he joined
other progressives, Coe I. Crawford in particular, and together
they campaigned against the Republican party machine. Crawford was the candidate, and Richards was the political writer and
5. "A Little History of the Progressive Movement in South Dakota,"
mimeographed, Political File no. 5, Richard Olsen Richards Papers, South Dakota
Historical Resource Center, Pierre, South Dakota (the Historical Resource Center
is hereafter cited as SDHRC).
Richard Olsen Richards, his wife Grace May Durell, and their family.

\
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organizer. Richards was mainly interested in securing a representative government through election law reform. His conviction that a direct primary would create responsive government
was so strong that he spent a large part of his personal fortune to
further political reform of the state's election process.^
Without a primary law, party members gathered at county and
state conventions to select delegates and party candidates for the
general elections. Several months before the 1904 Republican
State Convention. Coe I. Crawford announced his candidacy for
governor. Even as a former attorney for the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company, he disapproved of any public service
company issuing passes, franks, or favors. Like Richards, Crawford also believed the best way to take control from the stalwart
leaders of the Republican party was through the enactment of a
direct primary election law.^ Passage of a primary election law
would allow the people to select each party's candidates for office
and eliminate the corrupt aspects of the convention."
At the May 1904 Republican convention, Crawford was the insurgent gubernatorial candidate, but he and other insurgent candidates were defeated. Despite this convention setback, progressive leaders organized the Republican State Primary League and
drafted a constitution for the organization. Richards wrote the
constitution and became the league's president, a position he held
for many years. Progressives used the league as a tool to advocate and organize primary election law reform. The league's
main strategy was the use of a petition to illustrate public discontent. Richards had utilized the circulating petition during the
Huron postmaster conflict, and as time passed, he would become
better at soliciting public support. In later years, Richards would
use the league to strengthen his own political base.*"
After the league was formed, Richards drafted a direct
primary election law for the state. He believed that primary election law reform would end patronage and the spoils system and
return control of the state government to the voters. From the
time that he wrote the first proposed primary election bill until
6. Armin, "Coe I. Crawford," pp. 88-89.
7. Crawford to Richard F. Pettigrew. 1 Feb. 1904. Richard F. Pettigrew Papers,
Pettigrew Museum. Sioux Falls, South Dakota (the Pettigrew Museum is hereafter
cited as PMl.
8. Armin. "Coe I. Crawford." p. 101.
9. Richard Olsen Richards, "Constitution of the Republican State Primary
League," Political File no. 1, pp. 1-6. Richards Papers, SDHRC: Armin. "Coe I.
Crawford." pp. 101 2.
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he died in 1930, Richards followed the principle that the office
should seek the candidate and personalities should become
secondary.'"
During the summer and fall of 1904. Richards wrote a primary
bill and circulated the proposed measure to voters in the form of
an initiated petition, thus invoking for the first time the initiative, a Populist reform measure that had been added to the
state's constitution in 1898. Richards then presented the primary
bill to the stalwart dominated 1905 state legislature with over
eight thousand signatures. Instead of submitting the initiative
10. Richards, "Constitution," pp. 1-5.
Articles I and H of the coTtstitution of the
Republican State Primary League.

T

T
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petition to the people for a vote, the stalwart legislature passed
t.he Honest Caucus Law that retained the convention system,"
The stalwart rejection of Richards's initiative petition and the
denial of primary election law reform became paramount issues
in 1906. At the 1906 state Republican convention, often called the
People's Convention, the insurgents defeated the stalwart candidates for office and named Coe L Crawford as their candidate
for governor. The insurgents also wrote the Republican party
platform, which included a provision for a direct primary election.
In 1906, Crawford was elected governor with Richards's aid via
the Republican Primary League's mailing lists and direct
monetary donations. In addition to Crawford's victory, insurgents controlled the state legislature and enacted a new
divorce law, antipass legislation, an insurance statement law, and
a direct primary. The primary law was not the bill Richards had
wanted; it did not go far enough as it retained several aspects of
the political convention.'^
According to Richards, this 1907 legislature could have done
more. He believed that additional reform measures had to be
passed if the principles of the Progressive movement were to be
upheld. Richards saw the insurgent leaders straying from reform
principles and becoming politicians. To curb this ill, Richards
asked Governor Crawford to support antipatronage legislation.
Richards received no assistance, for Crawford believed in and
used patronage to strengthen the political organization. As a
result, the two progressives severed their relationship over principle.'^ Despite this disagreement, Robert S. Vessey, the succeeding governor, wrote to Richards, saying "I know that Mr.
Crawford feels his great obligations to you and says that no man
in the state had done as much for him as Mr. Richards."'*
Even though there was a rift between Crawford and Richards,
the Huron businessman directed the 1908 progressive Republican primary election campaigns. Candidates profited from
Richards's organizational skills, and he, in turn, wanted those officeholders who received his assistance to pass progressive legislation in the form of another direct primary law. Many pro11. Clarence A. Berdahl, "Legislative Notes and Reviews: The Richards
Primary," American Political Science Review 14 (1920):93-94.
12. Speh, "Progressive Movement," pp. 21 22, 29; Armin, "Coe I. Crawford," pp.
89. 122-23, 174; Crawford to Richards, 29 Mar. 1909, Coe I. Crawford Papers,
SDHRC: Scheil, History of South Dakota, p. 260.
13. Armin, "Coe I. Crawford." pp. 129, 170 73.
14. Vessey to Richards, 19 Jan. 1909, Robert Vessey Papers, SDHRC.
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gressives, however, believed his amendments to the direct
primary law were too costly, elaborate, and complex and that
they would result in factionalism within the party. Undaunted,
Richards again managed progressive candidates in the 1910
primary elections. To ensure that party leaders would endorse
the progressive platform, Richards demanded they sign an agreement to uphold the reform ideals. Some progressives signed
Richards's agreement, being careful not to antagonize the Huron
businessman, for he could align himself with the stalwarts.'^ One
insurgent, John T. Nelson, described Ricbards as a man whose
heart was "in the work and all he asks is loyal support and cooperation.""'
In the 1910 general elections, progressive candidate Robert
Vessey was elected governor. As with other successful insurgents, Vessey benefited from Richards's organizational
talents, but the new governor did not endorse Richards's proposed changes to the primary law. Since the 1907 law retained
several features of the party convention, Richards proposed that
party endorsement be required for an appointive position and
that the primary law have provisions for a party recall as well as
a postmaster primary. These proposed changes would eliminate
the party convention. While opposing the Richards primary law
on grounds of cost and complications, Vessey also did not favor
other planks in the progressive platform.'^
Richards severed his relations with Governor Vessey over the
appointment of a federal judge for South Dakota. The previous
Crawford administration had initiated a program to determine
the value of railroad properties in South Dakota in order to
establish future freight and passenger rates. Federal Judge John
Carland would have presided over hearings, but he was transferred to the newly organized Commerce Court. As a replacement for Carland, South Dakota senator Robert Gamble endorsed
James D. Elliott, a political friend and current attorney for the
Milwaukee Railroad in North and South Dakota. One of the 1910
progressive planks stated that no man should be appointed to
public office if he was employed by a large corporation. Former
15. John T. Nelson to Robert Vessey, 5 Mar. 1910. Vessey Papers, SDHRC:
"Little History of the Progressive Movement," Richards Papers. SDHRC.
16. Nelson to Robert Vessey. 5 Mar. 1910. Vessey Papers. SDHRC.
17. Richards to Walter L. Houser. 15 Aug. 1911. National Republican Progressive League Papers. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. (the Library of Congress is hereafter cited as LCI; Richards to Vessey, 31 Jan. 1912. Vessey Papers,
SDHRC; Berdahl. "The Richards Primary," p. 94.
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Governor Crawford, who was serving a term in the United States
Senate, said little on the issue, but Governor Vessey openly endorsed Elliott.'«
Other progressives opposed Elliott's nomination, pointing out
that it was a violation of the progressive platform. Richards
viewed Elliott's nomination as patronage and a barrier to the people's best interest and as an evil of political life that his primary
law would eliminate. Richards also attacked Senator Crawford,
claiming that the senator should either separate the railroad's interests from the people's interest or resign.'•• Richards then
asked Governor Vessey to telegraph President Taft and inform
him of the conflict of interest involved with Elliott's nomination.
Vessey refused Richards's request.^" The Elliott nomination
sparked a Vessey-Richards feud, which began in 1910 and continued into the 1911 South Dakota legislative session. Under
Vessey's leadership, the proposed Richards primary election bill
that was also a part of the progressive platform was defeated.^^
While differing attitudes toward methods of reform drove
South Dakota progressives apart, national politics intensified
Richards's disagreements with many Republican leaders as well.
At the national level, progressive leaders formed the National
Republican Progressive League. The organization lobbied in
Washington and through Congress for progressive legislation,
particularly for direct election of senators and changes in the national tariff. Neither South Dakota senator was invited to join
this league as their previous voting records were not in line with
reform legislation. E. L. Senn. Peter Norbeck. and other progressives chartered a state branch of the National Republican
Progressive League in Pierre in February 1911.^^ Richards and
his followers urged all "real progressives" to boycott the Pierre
organization and stated that Senator Jonathan Bourne from
Oregon, president of the National Republican Progressive
League, had already recognized Richards and his group, the
Republican State Primary League, as the progressive body in
South Dakota."
18. Armin. 'Coe I. Crawford," p. 189.
19. Richards to A. Boiler, 6 Jan. 1911. Richards Papers, SDHRC.
20. Richards to Vessey, 9 Jan. 1911, Vessey Papers. SDHRC.
21. Richards to Walter L. Houser, 15 Aug. 1911, National Republican Progressive League Papers. LC; Yankton Press and Dakotan, 21 Feb. 1911.
22. Yankton Press and Dakotan, 21 Feb. 1911; Armin. "Coe I. Crawford." pp.
190-91.
23. Yankton Press and Dakotan. 21 Feb. 1911; L A. Webb, Chairman, et al., to
members of the South Dakota Republican Primary League. 18 and 21 Feb. 1911,
Political File no. 5, Richards Papers, SDHRC.
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With the state's progressive forces thus splintered, the
presidential candidacy of Wisconsin senator Robert M.
LaFollette further prevented the insurgents from ever having a
reconciliation. When LaFollette began his bid for the 1912
Republican nomination for president, the leadership of the
fragmented progressives in South Dakota was at stake. Both
Senators Crawford and Gamble, trying to remove Richards from
any political control, had previously offered the Huron reformer a
government assignment overseas, but Richards had declined
their offers, preferring to continue reform work in South
Dakota.^* Richards was influential with the rank and file, while
Crawford, his opponent for party leadership, controlled political
appointments. When LaFollette announced for president, then,
both Richards and Crawford sought his favor. Crawford needed
LaFoUette's backing to improve his image with the liberal progressives in South Dakota, and Richards wanted a national figure
to endorse his proposed primary election bill."
Richards, with his organizational abilities, struck first for
LaFoUette's endorsement. He wrote Walter L. Houser,
LaFoUette's campaign manager, describing his previous disputes
with Crawford and Vessey, both of whom had opposed Richards's
primary election bill. As a leader of the South Dakota progressives for eight years, Richards explained, he had submitted
three primary bills to the legislature and worked for the passage
of two initiated petitions, but to no avail. He stated, "The politicians and certain prominent officeholders and special interests
have crippled and defeated my efforts, thru the legislation, three
times, and turned on me personally. Disappointed in them, I am
finally appealing to the people direct and NEED HELP.'"^" Continuing his movement for LaFollette's support, Richards, then
president of the Republican State Primary League, organized a
Huron meeting for South Dakota progressives on 12 September
1911. At the meeting, to which Crawford was invited, a committee was selected to organize the Wisconsin senator's South
Dakota campaign, and in an attempt to bring the supporters of
both men together, neither Richards nor Crawford was appointed
to this LaFollette election committee." When Richards
24. Armin. "Coe I. Crawford." p. 170.
25. Richards to LaFollette. 18 Aug. 1911, National Republican Progressive
League Papers. LC; Armin. "Coe I. Crawford." p. 193.
26. Richards to Houser, 15 Aug. 1911. National Republican Progressive League
Papers, LC.
27. Richards to Houser, 16 Sept. 1911. National Republican Progressive League
Papers, LC.
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eliminated himself from the LaFollette committee, he subordinated any personal ambition he might have had to the principles of the progressive movement.^*
The Huron meeting did not, however, produce peace between
the Richards faction and other progressives. A major factor was
the newly formed South Dakota Progressive Republican
League's desire to replace Richards's group as the political organ
of LaFollette's campaign. Despite this major difference, some
members of the South Dakota Progressive Republican League
still wanted to unite the Richards and Crawford forces. As a
result, the league's president. Peter Norbeck, called for a
meeting at Mitchell on 28 September 1911. The attempt for harmony was futile, however, because Richards did not attend the
Mitchell meeting. Furthermore, delegates at the Mitchell convention selected another LaFollette campaign committee to replace
the previous committee selected at Huron. This maneuver only
increased the progressive factionalism. Entangling the progressive ranks even further, various members of the Mitchell
LaFollette committee endorsed different South Dakota candidates for senator.^^
In Richards's absence, the Crawford forces also used the
Mitchell meeting as a planning session for future attacks on
Richards and his proposed primary bill. Crawford had initially
favored a primary election law, but he viewed Richards's proposed law, with its more complex features than the then current
1907 primary law, as a threat to his political security. Crawford
believed that if the Richards law were enacted, people would not
know how to nominate him for office.^° John Sutherland, a Crawford supporter, wrote. "As time goes on I think we will see the far
reaching effects of the Mitchell meeting, substantially putting
Dick Richards out of business as an official disturbing element."^'
Crawford's supporters insisted that Richards wanted to remove
the senator from public office, but to keep the Mitchell meeting
from being viewed as a strategy session against the Huron pro28. Houser to Richards, 20 Sept. 1911, National Republican Progressive League
Papers, LC.
29. John Sutherland to Crawford, 11 Sept. 1911, Crawford Papers, SDHRC:
Norbeck to Crawford. 21 Sept. 1911. Crawford Papers, SDHRC; Richards to
Walter L. Houser. 27 Jan. 1912, National Republican Progressive League Papers.
LC; Yankton Press and Dakotan, 29 Sept. 1911.
30. Crawford to Richard F. Pettigrew, 1 Feb. 1904. Pettigrew Papers, PM;
Armin. "Coe I. Crawford," p. 204.
31. Sutherland to Crawford, 30 Sept. 1911, Crawford Papers, SDHRC.
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gressive, Crawford waited nearly a month before attacking
Richards's proposed primary election bill.^^
Senator Crawford struck the first blow at Miller, South
Dakota, in a speech delivered on 20 October 1911. He claimed that
Richards's primary bill was idealistic, expensive, and impractical.
Richards countered by demanding a public debate in Huron, the
hometown of both men." The senator declined and immediately
traveled to Washington, D.C. Crawford's supporters applauded
his decision not to "dignify Richards by tramping around the
country with him."'*
As Richards and Crawford feuded, LaFoUette's South Dakota
campaign continued to splinter. At a third LaFollette meeting,
which convened in Sioux FaUs in January 1912, a Roosevelt movement began. Crawford and Vessey forces at the meeting merged
their progressive campaign under the combined program of
LaFoUette and former president Theodore Roosevelt. Local
disputes and fighting within South Dakota progressive organizations paralleled the confusion of national progressive
campaigns.^^ In spite of the changing directions, Richards continued to support a straight LaFollette ticket, claiming that the
senator's "campaign must be kept free of any local candidate's interest so as to encourage everybody to push on the LaFollette
t"^*
With the Roosevelt movement shadowing the LaFollette campaign, Richards announced his senatorial candidacy in January
1912. Support for his campaign came from liberal rank-and-file
progressives and members of the different organizations that he
headed." Richards viewed himself as the only true progressive
candidate and saw his senatorial bid as a consistent standard for
progressive ideals. To the Huron reformer, progressivism was
above the political party; it was "a status of the heart and attitude of the mind" that was dedicated to building a better
32. Sutherland to Crawford. 7 Oct. 1911. Crawford Papers. SDHRC.
33. Richards to Walter L. Houser, 9 Nov. 1911. National Republican Progressive
League Papers, LC.
34. John Sutherland to Crawford. 13 Nov. 1911, Crawford Papers, SDHRC.
35. Richards to Alan Bogue, Jr.. 18 and 27 Jan. 1912, National Republican Progressive League Papers. LC.
36. Richards to Walter L. Houser. 27 Dec. 1911, National Republican Progressive
League Papers, LC.
37. Richards was president of the Republican State Primary League, and he also
directed activities of the Scandinavian Republican State League of South Dakota
founded in 1889.
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Senator Flip Flop
Just made anotherflop on his return from Washington
FLOP NO. 1. On his return from
Washington a full fledged supporter of President Taft, flopped
to Senator LaFollette.
FLOP NO. 2. Flopped from Senator LaFollette to Colon-l Theodore Roosevelt, King the First.
Senator Flip Flop will address the
people of Huron this evening at

Opera House
E v e r y b o d y t u r n o u t a n d s e e him
flop a g a i n .
This flyer, sent out by the Richards faction in the 1912 campaign,
was aimed at Senator Coe I. Crawford. While his methods were
clever and his jibes close to the truth, it is easy to see how
Richards's statem.ents and campaign practises could make
enemies and alienate frieTids.
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R. O. RICHARDS
PROGRESSIVE R E P Í J B L I C A N

CANDIDATE

FOR U. S. SENATOR
PRIMARIES. JUNE 4TH.

government that would benefit the individual in society. Richards
viewed South Dakota government as a tool that Republican
leaders, some of whom claimed to be progressives, were using for
the purpose of patronage, which kept the spoils system alive.^*
Richards's candidacy fell short, for he was defeated in the June
1912 Senate prefatorial election. Richards received twenty-seven
votes. Senator Gamble earned forty-nine, and Dean Thomas
Sterling, a Roosevelt supporter, received seventy-two.^' South
Dakota voters were not ready for Richards's political idealism.
Despite this setback, Richards continued to press for progressive
reform, and though the 1912 campaign was bitter, the Richards
faction of the party was satisfied with the results. The 1911 legislature had placed Richards's primary bill on the general election
ballot for 1912, and voters passed the bill by almost a two-to-one
margin in November.*"
With the adoption of the 1912 Richards Primary Law, the people in South Dakota began another experiment in popular govern38. Richards, Circular Letter, 13 Jan. 1912, Political File no. 5, Richards Papers,
SDHRC.
39. Yankton Press and Dakotan. 13 June 1912.
40. Ibid., 16 Nov. 1912; Berdahl, "The Richards Primary," p. 94.
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ment. In writing the bill, Richards had developed several unique
features applicable to South Dakota politics. With the Republican
party dominant in state affairs and other political parties weak,
Richards's primary law recognized the existence of party factions
and allowed voters in the primary election to select a candidate
who subscribed to a faction's ideology. This was in line with
Richards's objective of making personalities secondary to principles. In addition, the law eliminated the requirement that each
voter register for a political party. Under this 1912 law, the
Republican majority had to listen to the Republican minority factions. The party, not party leaders, had to endorse candidates for
appointive state offices. The law also provided for a postmaster
primary and for procedures for party recall of officeholders.
Through these provisions, Richards wanted to eliminate patronage and the spoils system and make state government responsive
to the voters.*"
As a result of the 1912 election, the Richards faction saw the
primary election reform bill become law, and the CrawfordVessey group retained control of the state offices. Thus, each side
was content to remain in the party, and Republicans survived the
campaign with their factionalized membership still intact. This
uneasy peace was soon disrupted, however, when the Richards
Primary Law came under attack in the 1913 legislative session.
Opponents argued that the law was cumbersome and difficult to
operate even though the law had not been tried. Against critics,
Richards defended his reform law, which represented his life's
work, but he was unable to stop the 1913 legislature from submitting to the voters another initiated primary bill, known as the
Coffey Bill, in an attempt to repeal his law. In the 1914 elections,
however, voters defeated the Coffey Bill by a wide margin." The
people, obviously, approved of the Richards law.
While the 1912 Richards Primary Law was in effect for the
1914 election, Richards himself did not profit by it. Under the law,
each faction of the various parties met in December 1913 to grind
out platforms and candidates for the 1914 election. Richards attended the Republican minority caucus as the minority candidate
for governor, but he was not selected. Instead, the minority factions selected state auditor Henry B. Anderson as their gubernatorial hopeful. Many former allies treated Richards badly at
this minority caucus, but because he was still respected by many
41. Berdahl. "The Richards Primary." pp. 93-94.
42. Ibid., p. 94.
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liberal progressives, Richards's name was later placed by petition in the pluralistic column for the Republican gubernatorial
primary election."
Despite his defeat in the minority conference, Richards ran
well against Anderson and incumbent governor Frank Bryne in
the primary. This strong showing in the March 1914 primary
gave him incentive to run as an independent against Bryne and
the Democratic candidate in the November general elections. He
lost to Bryne, but Richards argued that he had campaigned on the
only progressive issue that surfaced during the campaign, tax
reform. He did not subscribe to Henry George's single tax theory;
instead, Richards wanted to tax both income and real property.
He opposed taxing improvements because that prevented future
investment, and, in the end, improvements only translated into
increased incomes, which should be taxed.**
With his 1914 campaign, Richards moved toward the endorsement of independent candidacies. Initially, Richards had disapproved of independent campaigns, hoping that the political party
would serve as the voice of popular dissent. The Huron businessman now claimed that the Republican party had moved away
from the early progressive ideals and that both the Republican
and Democratic parties only served to check public opinion. His
independent candidacy gave the voters an alternative, was a
democratic feature of the primary law, and was more desirable
than beginning a third party. After the election, however,
Richards conceded that his independent bid for governor had
been impractical because he did not have an organization pushing
his candidacy.*^
Following his unsuccessful bid for governor, Richards saw his
primary law repealed in the 1915 state legislature. The lawmakers passed the Norbeck Primary Law and attached an
emergency clause to the new primary that prevented it from
going to the vote of the people by means of a referendum.
Because the Richards law was popular with the state's voters,
this legislative action prevented the people from voting on the
Norbeck primary, which repealed the Richards primary. The
43. Yankton Press and Dakotan, 6 and 7 Jan. 1914; Sioux Falls Daily ArgusLeader, 6 and 7 Jan. 1914.
44. Richards to Doane Robinson. 16 Dec. 1914, Accession File, 1892-1926,
SDHRC; Sioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 25 and 28 Mar. 1914.
45. Richards to Doane Robinson. 16 Dec. 1914, Accession Pile. 1892-1926,
SDHRC; Yankton Press and Dakotan, 31 July 1914.
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Will She Wcarhcf the Storm

Political cartoon found among Richards's papers
(date and paper it appeared in are unknown).

legislature's action raised the constitutional question whether
the state legislature had the right to repeal initiated laws. In an
effort to defend his repealed primary and answer this question,
Richards tested the legislation in a court case. The progressive
leader lost his court battle when the State Supreme Court of
South Dakota ruled that the initiative and referendum amendments in the state constitution did not expressly deny the legislature the option of repeal. Therefore, the state legislature could
repeal an initiated
46. Berdahl, "The Richards Primary." pp. 94-95: State ex reL Richards v.
Whisman, 36 S.D. 260, 154 N.W. 707 (1915).
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After losing the court battle, Richards revised several articles
of the primary election law and again submitted the measure to
the state's voters via the machinery of the initiative and referendum. The people defeated the proposed law in the 1916 general
elections, turning down one of his initiated primary election laws
for the first time. Richards made additional changes and resubmitted the election law through the machinery of the initiative
and referendum for the 1918 election, and the voters ratified it by
a wide margin. This was Richards's last primary bill, and it incorporated one of his most unique features, the requirement of
primary election debates between the candidates. The 1918 law
made it mandatory that there be at least one presidential debate,
by proxy, and sixteen gubernatorial public joint debates. AU
debates were to take place before the primary elections were
held. This law remained in operation until 1929. when the Slocum
Primary Law was passed, but many provisions of Richards's 1918
law were repealed after 1920.*'
After the passage of his 1918 primary law. Richards became a
Republican candidate for governor in 1920. His candidacy was an
attempt to defend his 1918 law. The 1919 legislature had passed a
replacement primary and referred it to the people for their approval in the 1920 general elections. The same legislature had
also passed a new measure limiting to five hundred dollars the expenditures that could be incurred when working for the defeat or
success of any initiated measure, referred petition, or constitutional amendment.^*" The measure was obviously aimed at
Richards in an attempt to limit his petitioning and campaigning
expenditures. Five hundred dollars would not cover a fraction of
the amount required to pay for his newspaper advertising and
traveling to present lectures. With such regulation governing his
independent direct legislative efforts, Richards ran for governor
in 1920. This move permitted him to spend the necessary sum of
money while defending the primary election law in joint public
debates as a candidate. Despite his efforts. Richards lost in the
March 1920 primary to eventual winner William H. McMaster.*'
The loophole that allowed a candidate to run for election while
campaigning for an initiated measure was eliminated in 1921.
when the legislature passed additional regulations prohibiting a
47. Joseph Brannon Laine, "Public Joint Debates under the Richards Primary
Law" (M.A. thesis. University of South Dakota. 1952), p. 8; Berdahl, "The Richards
Primary," p. 95; Schell, History of South Dakota, p. 274.
48. Unsigned Press Dispatch, 26 June 1920. Richards Papers. SDHRC; South
Dakota, Revised Code (1919), vol. 2, sec. 7374.
49. Laine, "Public Joint Debates." pp. 53-54.
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candidate from spending any amount of money on the success or
defeat of an initiated measure or referred law.=°
The enactment of legislation limiting an individual's personal
involvement in the passage or defeat of an initiated measure or
referred bill made a shambles of the progressive ideal of making
the government responsive to the people. From 1912 through
1920, voters had sustained the Richards primary four times. Yet
the 1921 legislature began repealing the law's unique features,
such as the joint public debates, the postmaster primary, and
party endorsement for appointed state offices. In 1923. former
agrarian radical Henry L. Loucks wrote that "Richards is getting
a good many such shocks now days, and I really pity him. He is
rapidly aging."^' Within a short time, the legislature abolished
the unusual features of the Richards primary, and the law was
not distinguishable from traditional primary election laws. Finally, in 1929. the Slocum Law replaced the amended Richards
primary.^^
Opponents to the Richards Primary Law viewed it as too costly
and cumbersome to operate. The cost factor cannot be considered
as a real factor, though, for this was the period in which the state
embarked upon its socialistic programs at great expense to taxpayers. Furthermore, voters, who were ultimately the taxpayers,
continued to ratify Richards's primary without consideration for
cost. Voters must have believed that his primary law would give
them some voice in governmental affairs. The primary did
operate successfully in the 1920 primary election, suggesting that
it was not too complex for voters to use. Politicians may have
overreacted to the potential power of the Richards primary. They
feared, as Crawford did, that voters would not know how to
nominate a candidate. In addition, politicians feared that party
regulars could recall an officeholder through provisions of the
Richards Primary Law.
Despite lack of political support within the progressive ranks,
the Richards Primary Law was the only initiated measure that
South Dakota voters approved during the first two decades that

50. South Dakota, Code of 1939 (1939), vol. 1. title 16, sec. 2005; Laine, "Public
Joint Debates," pp. 53 54.
51. Loucks to Richard F. Pettigrew. 8 Oct. 1923. Pettigrew Papers. PM. Loucks
also informed Pettigrew in the same communication that Richards was seriously
considering a candidacy under the Democratic banner.
52. Laine, "Public Joint Debates," pp. 8-10.
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initiative and referendum were part of the state's constitution.^^
Richards had recognized this opportunity to organize and use the
voters as a political tool without going through an organized
structure, and he was the first political leader to use the initiative
and referendum successfully as the major component of his
political strategy. The state's voters willingly and repeatedly sustained the Richards primary, making Richards one of the most influential leaders of the South Dakota progressive movement.
Richards died in 1930, one year after the passage of the Slocum
Primary Law.^^ Although he will be remembered as the political
theorist who instigated the direct primary movement in South
Dakota, his political thinking went beyond primaries and included liberal stands on prohibition and tax reform. For instance,
after the state's prohibition laws were passed, Richards, in 1919,
filed the "Liberty Referendum Petition" that would have
prevented law enforcement officers from searching private
homes for liquor and would have thus repealed House Bill 127, a
bill that Richards considered "a fanatical measure. , . . another attempt to set the world right by force.""
Richards's consistent loyalty to progressive ideals often
alienated the supporters he needed. He was a moral, but unbending, man, and when the dictates of political expediency conflicted
with his ideals, he was unable to compromise; as a result, he lost
the support of major officeholders. Many South Dakotans continued to support his ideas, however, and as late as 1918,
Richards had a following of nearly ten thousand people who
formed an important swing vote in crucial elections.^" Even
though he was never elected to a state office and was often overshadowed by elected officeholders, Richards was, and is, an important part of South Dakota's liberal tradition.
53. Berdahl 'The Richards Primary," p. 95. For a discussion of the operation of
the Richards primary, see Clarence A. Berdahl, "The Operations of the Richards
Primary," AuTials of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 106
(March 1923):158-71. Berdah! was a political scientist, and he wanted to see the
Richards primary continued.
54. Laine, "Public Joint Debates," p. 29.
55. Pierre Daily Capital-Journal, 6 June 1919.
56. Unsigned Press Dispatch, 17 Aug. 1918, Political File no. 8, Richards Papers,
SDHRC.
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